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To be (long Mexico), or not to be?
Market Tone:
Despite Lacker and Yellen’s testimony putting March clearly as a live
meeting for hikes—which was reinforced by the 2.5% y/y CPI print we
got out of the US today, the USD rally only held up for a few hours
this morning before the USD began to fall again. LATAM FX is fairly
broadly gaining ground on the greenback, led by BRL’s +0.9% rally,
and trailed by MXN which is essentially flat (at +0.04%, after
reversing a decent drop). In local LATAM rates, we are seeing a
modest upwards move in yields, which are being driven higher by US
inflation. There is a fairly deep pipeline of relevant LATAM releases
today, led by unemployment and growth data for Peru. Despite a
deceleration in the Peruvian economy (which may be partly due to the
chaos triggered by the spreading Lava Jato hitting some Odebrecht
led projects), it is still expected to post a close to 3.0% quarterly
expansion—which is quite robust. I highly recommend the article by
former US Ambassadors to Mexico in the Washington Post—linked
below. I think it’s a must read … I haven't yet labelled a “Best Ever”
article (and if I ever did, it would probably be about bacon, something
like “best places to eat a bacon sandwich”).
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Suggested Readings:
 “Ambassadors: treat Mexico as a strategic partner” J. D.
Negroponte, J. R. Jones, J. Garza, C. Pascual, E. A. Wayne—
Washington Post (February 13, 2017) *** Must Read ***
 “Donald Trump grants China’s fervent wish” The Economist
(February 13, 2017)
 “America’s abuse of Mexico is an assault on free trade” F.
Calderon—FT (February 15, 2017)
 “Apple executive plays down using cash to create US jobs” T.
Bradshaw, R. Waters—FT (February 14, 2017)
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To be (long Mexico), or not to be?
There are a lot of uncertainties hovering over Mexico this year, and it’s a good Mexican CDS are already pricing in a
question to ask—which of these are priced. The list includes both external and do- credit rating downgrade
mestic, and some that will be resolved in the short term, and others that will last at Country
S&Ps rating
CDS
least a couple more years. Here is our list of the main ones we see:

(5yr, bps)



Credit rating downgrades / fiscal situation: We would argue this risk is already
well priced (with an asterisk), given Mexican CDS are trading well wide not only
of its rating peers, but even of credits ranked 1 or 2 notches lower. Mexico’s
public finances are not particularly strong, but we would argue they are not
particularly weak either (see section 3 of the attached PowerPoint presentation). The Asterisk is Pemex—which is rated BBB+ by both Fitch and S&Ps, but
is rated Baa3 by Moody’s. If Moody’s were to downgrade the company to junk,
we could see some investors being forced to sell bonds due to mandate restrictions. There are however two important caveats to this risk: 1) we would
argue the company’s spreads already are more than pricing this risk (Pemex is
trading well wide of Brazil—which is junk in credit ratings, not for the beauty of
the country, the friendliness of its people, or the awesomeness of caipirinhas
—see table to the left), and 2) even if some investors were forced to sell, the
recent increase in the ceiling for local pension funds to buy Pemex debt increased the local investor base substantially, providing a large offset to this.



Carstens’ replacement: Although Mexico is soon to lose its rock-star central
banker, it is also important to remember that Banxico is a very strong institution with both substantial domestic (sadly it is not part of this survey—but our
sense is that it is placed on the left of the chart) and foreign credibility—it also
has very deep human capital. In addition, based on the names that have been
floated around the central bank is likely to be left in good hands (among which,
front runners seem to include: Alejandro Diaz de Leon, Miguel Messmacher,
Jose Antonio Meade, and Gerardo Rodriguez). When can we expect Carstens
replacement to be announced? The easy answer is we don’t know, but in order
to give the Senate a full month to discuss the nomination before it breaks for a
recess, we would not be surprised to see a name called in the next couple of
weeks—although its also possible that the replacement will be named in an
extraordinary session.



Trump: Although President Trump has over the past year or so made many,
and repeated threats towards Mexico, we would argue that: 1) a lot of these
threats are well priced in (i.e. MXN has depreciated by much more in real
terms than would be necessary to absorb threats like the border adjustment
tax, and real assets in Mexico are very-very cheap, not only relative to the US,
but even to the rest of LATAM —and no, I don’t agree that Trump stated being
priced into Mexico only after election day). The cheapness of MXN is likely one
of the reasons why in 2016, Mexico received a record 35 million tourists!! 2)
the establishment and economic interests in the US are starting to align in or-
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der to defend their interests—not only in Mexico, but broadly (and interests in Sadly, the is a perfect storm scenario
Mexico are very substantial—see the first section of the attached PowerPoint (Picture from Disney Wiki—see link)
presentation). Evidence of an aligning establishment is quite strong in our view,
including: 1) we are seeing both the largest employer in the US by a 3:1 factor
(Walmart) and one of the top Republican donors (the Koch brothers) aligning
against the borer adjustment tax, 2) very large US companies are speaking up,
in spite of the attacks the presidency has launched against those that do not
comply with Trump’s demands of creating US jobs—such as this Valentine’s
present from Apple, 3) the US judicial system proved that US checks and balances—are balanced, 4) there are starting to be signs that the Republican Party is
less than thrilled about some recent events—and that the President’s popularity is at an unusually low point, and also, 5) the US civil service is speaking out
against some important items in the President’s agenda.


2018 elections: Mexico’s 2018 elections are again likely to include AMLO in the
list of candidates, despite what Mexico’s shaman supreme believes—he wasn't
right on Chapo. Based on recent polls, AMLO is not only leading the polls, but
his stock is on the rise, and everyone else’s is falling. Moreover, polls for this
summer’s State of Mexico Governor elections (June 4th) suggest a 3-way tie
between the PRI-PAN-Morena, which if it swings Morena’s way, would mean
the party not only took the most populous state in the country (about 16 million), but also gained a very large budget. There are however several things to
remember about 2018: 1) Morena is not a national party, and is very unlikely to
even crack the 35% mark in its share in the legislative branch (we actually expect it to have sub-30%, 2) a low Congressional share would mean a Morena
government would need to bargain with the opposition even to pass its annual
budget—and would be very unlikely to be able to modify reforms or the Constitution (a 2/3 majority is needed), 3) Mexico is not Venezuela—in Venezuela,
given the country’s oil dependence, the government can be more radical that in
a country where the economy depends on manufacturing (to exploit natural
resources, you have to go to the country… manufacturing moves to where conditions are better), 4) as long as NAFTA exists, it offers strong protections to
foreign investors—in in terms of legal priority—foreign treaties go even above
Mexico’s Constitution. 5) In addition, we think there is a relatively important
probability that we will see a PAN-PRI alliance for 2018 (either the two parties
joining forces, or a splinter in part of the PRI boosting a PAN candidate).



The Perfect Storm scenario: The scenario where this guy calls out
“Mommyyyyyy!!!” does exist. To us, this means a combination of a bad outcome in the US—Mexico negotiations, where Trump also decides to abandon
WTO, and which sees AMLO elected as President of Mexico (which would likely
spook investors, not only in fixed income, but also potentially in infrastructure
and energy, given he has pledged to put reforms on referendum). Under this
scenario, holding Mexican assets is unlikely to be pleasant. Although I agree it
is possible we will see this materialize, it seems like a ow probability for now.
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Bottom line: as we argued above, we think Mexico’s credit markets are already
pricing in a lot of risks, and unless you take the “Perfect Storm” scenario, or something similar as a base case, we would argue Mexico’s credit is cheap (and so is
Pemex). As for MXN and local rates, we think MXN is very cheap if you look at:
REER, the Big Mac Index, real assets, Mexican tourist arrivals (up 10% in 2016, to 35
million), or Mexico’s rising market share in top export markets (see chart to the
right). It will likely be a volatile year, given Trump has not lost his tweeter account,
markets may get nervous once NAFTA negotiations start (likely around May), and
the Fed is once again driving a broadly stronger USD, but ultimately, we think MXN
is cheap—and should rebound. For local rates, we think that the premium in Mexican local bonds is quite attractive, as the chart to the right (below) shows. The time
to be cautious is likely at some point near the summer where we both get the State
of Mexico elections (June 4th) and likely the start of NAFTA negotiations.

Mexico’s rising market share in its export markets suggests the peso is making the country’s exports very competitive
Imports of Mexico's top-20 main trading partners (trade
weighted; y/y %), vs exports by Mexico
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Mexican bonds look quite cheap to
their “fair value”
Decomposition of Mexican 10yr bond
spread over USTs
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IMPORTANT NOTICE and DISCLAIMER:

This publication has been prepared by The Bank of Nova Scotia (Scotiabank) for informational and marketing purposes only. Opinions, estimates and projections
contained herein are our own as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled
or arrived at from sources believed reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness and neither the
information nor the forecast shall be taken as a representation for which Scotiabank, its affiliates or any of their employees incur any responsibility. Neither Scotiabank nor its affiliates accept any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this information. This publication is not, and is not constructed as, an offer
to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy any of the currencies referred to herein, nor shall this publication be construed as an opinion as to whether you should
enter into any swap or trading strategy involving a swap or any other transaction. The general transaction, financial, educational and market information contained
herein is not intended to be, and does not constitute, a recommendation of a swap or trading strategy involving a swap within the meaning of U.S. Commodity
Futures Trading Commission Regulation 23.434 and Appendix A thereto. This material is not intended to be individually tailored to your needs or characteristics and
should not be viewed as a “call to action” or suggestion that you enter into a swap or trading strategy involving a swap or any other transaction. You should note
that the manner in which you implement any of the strategies set out in this publication may expose you to significant risk and you should carefully consider your
ability to bear such risks through consultation with your own independent financial, legal, accounting, tax and other professional advisors. Scotiabank, its affiliates
and/or their respective officers, directors or employees may from time to time take positions in the currencies mentioned herein as principal or agent, and may
have received remuneration as financial advisor and/or underwriter for certain of the corporations mentioned herein. Directors, officers or employees of Scotiabank
and its affiliates may serve as directors of corporations referred to herein. All Scotiabank products and services are subject to the terms of applicable agreements
and local regulations. This publication and all information, opinions and conclusions contained in it are protected by copyright. This information may not be reproduced in whole or in part, or referred to in any manner whatsoever nor may the information, opinions and conclusions contained in it be referred to without the
prior express written consent of Scotiabank.

™Trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. Used under license, where applicable. Scotiabank, together with “Global Banking and Markets”, is a marketing name for
the global corporate and investment banking and capital markets businesses of The Bank of Nova Scotia and certain of its affiliates in the countries where they
operate, all members of the Scotiabank group and authorized users of the mark. The Bank of Nova Scotia is incorporated in Canada with limited liability and is authorised and regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada. The Bank of Nova Scotia and Scotiabank Europe plc are authorised by
the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of Nova Scotia is subject to regulation by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the UK
Prudential Regulation Authority. Scotiabank Europe plc is authorised by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority
and the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of The Bank of Nova Scotia's regulation by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority are available
on request. Scotiabank Inverlat, S.A., Scotia Inverlat Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., and Scotia Inverlat Derivados, S.A. de C.V., are each authorized and regulated by the
Mexican financial authorities.Not all products and services are offered in all jurisdictions. Services described are available in jurisdictions where permitted by law.
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